DIGITAL INTRALOGISTICS
OPTIMIZING POTENTIAL USING AUTONOMY,
AUTOMATION AND NETWORKED SYSTEMS
An efficient and results oriented logistics department is one of the
key contributors to the business success of any company. When it
comes to the optimization of information flow and material flow,
new digital technologies have a significant impact on the design of
your work systems.
We can help you to achieve your maximum potential by implementing innovative solutions to ensure more efficient logistics operations
and as a result, added value. AKKA is an experienced partner for all
your intralogistics needs.

OUR ADDED VALUE
AKKA is currently working for customer
in 30 countries and has national and
international experience
We are a reliable partner from small
businesses to large corporations
We offer access to specialists with
proven logistics knowledge
We increase your responsiveness to
changing market and customer
requirements
We design your process and
information flows
We reduce your costs e.g. by optimizing
your resource management
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REFERENCES
Together with a network of experienced partners, we deliver tried and
tested digital solutions:
Digital networking of production
equipment and logistical infrastructure
Planning and commissioning of
driverless transport systems (AGV)
Optimization of logistical processes
by implementing Track & Trace
technology for various industries
Application of multimedia assistance
systems at a leading aircraft manufacturer and its suppliers (augmented
reality)
Data mining methods for increasing
the efficiency of processes at a 		
leading company in the automotive
industry

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION – THE DETAILS
MATTER
The further development of digital technologies enables intelligently
networked intralogistics and is the key to efficient production. As an
example in this context; 5G offers significant improvements in the
areas of reliability, response speed, speed and data rate.

YOUR ADVANTAGES:
Gaining efficiency: Pick list remains pick list, but order picking can
be made significantly more efficient by using smart devices, route
optimization or integrated inventory functions.
Flexibility: The modularization of (partially) automated materials
handling allows new material flow systems to be arranged and scaled
more quickly and flexibly.
Transparency: RFID tags can be scanned without visual contact,
allow (partially) automated recording of the material flow and create
the necessary transparency.
Cost reduction: Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs) increase the
efficiency and productivity in in-house transport because they are
available around the clock, seven days a week (24/7).

AKKA - We are your partner for digital
change in logistics.
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